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271-272. Not by rules and observances, not even by much learning, nor by gain of absorption, nor by a life of seclusion, nor by 
thinking, "I enjoy the bliss of renunciation, which is not experienced by the worldling" should you, O monks, rest content, until the 
utter destruction of cankers (Arahantship) is reached. 
 

  Some thoughts about this Dhammapada Verse:  
 
The Just 
 
 

That self, that guy or woman that we think of as “me”, and the one who lives out our 
ordinary identities, sure likes to be special! It loves to have titles, awards, and all the celebrity that announces to the world 
that I am the best, -- or at least better than most. How full of pride we are if we have a prestigious job, a high religious or 
military title, a degree, or maybe even a nickname that lets everyone know that we are respected or we are ‘someone 
important’. This is all okay for a while. In fact, it is actually helpful while we are kids because it helps ego assimilate and 
build from a base that says we are ‘ok’. If we get plenty of affirmation and support as kids, we become satiated and secure 
in our need for specialness – and then we move on and grow up. We have integrated that message and we don’t need outer 
reinforcement anymore. It is like being hungry. We eat a good dinner, feel full, and then we move on to whatever comes 
next. For those who complete this life task of developing a fully ‘self-satisfied’ ego, we naturally grow next into opening 
our heart and caring more compassionately about others. Gradually, our focus goes more towards making sure that others 
are happy and seeing that they are getting what they need. In a mature personality, a focus on others takes precedence over 
our own self-serving and we grow beyond our need to be the special one. 

But some folks get stuck in their need to be special. For them, they crave others’ adulation. No matter how many titles, 
awards, money, power, or accolades, they still crave more, no matter how they might come by it.  For some, it may even 
be an addiction. For others, it may be an attempt to fill a bottomless black hole that was created during a deprived 
childhood. Perhaps ego felt worthless because of trauma or perhaps they had wounds to ego’s healthy evolution and there 
was no repair and healing. That healing can still happen but accumulating fame, titles, money or anything to build ego up 
will never work to accomplish it.  One must go back to the original wound and address its pain with the loving energy and 
messages that we never got at the time it was needed. 

Here is another interesting consideration. When we receive a healthy affirmation of self, we integrate and develop self-
confidence as our foundation in life. Then we build on those ideas of self, developing a sense of balanced power and 
skills. Out of that, we are more likely to achieve successes in our small world. This confidence in self continues to build 
gradually. We grow in success and we learn from failures without being devastated. Then, as adults, we are happy about 
our accomplishments but we do not need nor do we seek to be anything out of the ordinary. If successes come our way, 
we are glad, but our okay-ness does not rest on names, status, titles, money, things we can buy, family status, or who we 
associate with. We grow normally and effortlessly into that next step of open-hearted compassion. Some even take this 
step as a child or a teenager, but most not until mid-life. 

But if this need to be special is wounded and we never grow beyond it, we find other ways to get noticed. If being loving 
doesn’t get us loved, we may get attention with negative behaviors. If being accepted by the high achievers or those seen 
as ‘special’ in our school doesn’t happen, we may develop anger or feelings of worthlessness and get recognition through 
aggressive acts. We may feel slighted or disrespected and want revenge. Violence clearly is more common in people who 
are denied positive self-expression, who are the targets of prejudice or disdain by the majority, or who are victims of 
hatred and abuse in their families, schools, or communities. We might very well align with others who feel the same anger 
we feel. Our ‘specialness’ then comes from this angry peer group and we might get our needs for acclaim met by being 
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the toughest, or the baddest, or the bully. Our special identity is that we are the leader of the gang and our nickname is 
BadA… And that becomes our source of pride. 

Our verse this month is The Just.  It talks about self-identities too. It says that only when we evolve beyond all self-
identities can we be truly JUST and truly living as a sacred being. All those ego identities, positive or negative, and our 
attachments to them, keep us caught in the seductive dramas of ordinary life. It is these dramas that cause and perpetuate 
suffering. In 500 BC, when these teachings were first given by Shakyamuni Buddha, people had their own seductions. 
People weren’t much different way back them. The Hindu society had rigid castes and among the most esteemed and 
wealthiest people were the Hindu priests or Bikshus. Because they were so special, they lived the best and easiest lives. 
There were no “Buddhists” or “Christians” yet because Shakyamuni was still a living teacher. Jesus wasn’t to be born for 
another 500 years. So, I expect there were charlatans who played a good game and took people’s money by wearing 
priests’ robes and acting like holy men. Just like today, many played the part but did not really “practice what they 
preached.” We aren’t so different today. Names, labels, and all those identities tend to circumscribe or enhance our life 
possibilities. Or, do we do this to ourselves by buying into and believing that all these identities have merit? 

Our teaching tells us that we must not get attached to any of these labels and that what is important is to do the deep inner 
work. We are asked to develop the qualities that grow us to ever higher, more subtle and pure states of consciousness 
awareness. It may well be that no-one else will ever notice. It may be that there will never be a plaque or a high salary, or 
even a cool spiritual name. It could actually be that others will make fun of us and we will suffer because of the lifestyle 
we choose. Others may call us by many respectful or disrespectful names, titles, or labels. But ultimately we can only do 
what is right because we must. We know that it is our inner truth. We know that the only right journey is to follow our 
path to our true Self where we are Nobody Special. The only JUST name is One with All Beings. Our only Just Self is 
All That Is.  

     A MEDITATION –  

Think for awhile about all that that you attach to that helps you to feel “special”. It is likely that each of these attachments 
or identities have a little extra energy around them. Maybe they are the things that you always slip into conversations 
when you meet someone for the first time. “You know, when I lived in Paris….”  Maybe you are a bit prickly if someone 
doesn’t respond appropriately or with respect to your special status. “I was the boss of a shop that made these and I…”  It 
might be a title, a nick-name, your affiliations, things you have done or that you own – “I have a Lamborghini…” --  
Maybe make a list of all your attachments. 

Now, just rest in balanced meditation for a while. Make sure your body is at ease. Take some time to breathe and relax.  

This month’s meditation is: Letting Go of All That We Use to Create Our Idea of Self 

Rest comfortably and contemplate all the things that you are attached to. Start with all that you own that has special value 
to you. Dissolve them each in your fantasy and watch them each lift away. One by one, all those special ‘things’ that help 
to define you dissolve into space. Notice how you feel as they go away.  

Who are you now? 

Let’s let go of all those titles and special attributes that others have given to you that make you feel special. Anything that 
you have earned – degrees, awards, medals, reputations, roles of leadership – one by one, let them all go. In whatever way 
it appears to you, just see them lifting away and dissolving into space. Notice how you feel. 
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Who are you now? 

Let go of your own ideas of how you are special. Are you attached to your intellect? Your good looks or 
strong physique? Your family background or your social affiliations? Your politics or religion? All that 
you define yourself by that makes you who you are and makes you special, let it go. See all those 
attachments lifting off of you and dissolving into emptiness. Experience all the feelings that arise. 

Who are you now? 

Let go of your story. You have written the story of who you are through all your life events. Your interpretations of what 
those events meant about you are your spin on life. You have created the life story of YOU, through every unfolding since 
your birth. Now, let it all go. Let the story of your special self dissolve and lift away. Off into space goes your story. Feel 
it depart.  

Who are you now? 

Even if you have had many names or nicknames through the years, you were given a name at birth that said you are here 
in this form. You are called:__________(fill in your name here!) All those other names were part of your story. But there 
is energy in your birth name from your first few days on earth. Let it go. Meditate on your name rising from you and 
leaving you with no name. Feel it. 

Who are you now? 

And ever since you were a tiny one-cell organism, splitting rapidly into more and more ever-defining cells, you had form 
before you had a consciousness of self. At some point, you, as self-consciousness, took residence in that form and began 
to be attached to it. Strong and primitive bio-chemical surges compelled you to keep that form alive and growing. At some 
point, you called it MySelf. Your form has been the basis for your name, your story, and all your reputations and 
accomplishments. One day you will let it go as the vehicle for this lifetime. But it was never who you really are. It is just a 
vehicle to appreciate and that serves you well while you discover who you truly are. So let it go in your meditation as 
another way to know your True Self beyond all attachments. Sit quietly and visualize letting go of this form, this body. 
Dissolve it away. Let it go into the vastness of All That Is. 

Now, who are you? 

Rest in this space for as long as you like.  

As you end your meditation, take back all those 
attachments that you wish to keep a bit longer. You 
can leave those that you are ready to let go of out there 
in space. Know that all those attachments that you 
choose to define yourself with are a myth of your own 
choosing. They truly are not who you are. They are no 
more you than the clothes that you put on or the car 
you drive.  

But try telling that to the guy who thinks he is his car.  

But now you know … and don’t get confused anymore. 
☺     

You are Vastness. 
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     From Your Letters 

"All truth passes through three stages.  
First, it is ridiculed.  
Second, it is violently opposed.  
Third, it is accepted as being self‐evident." 
Arthur Schopenhauer 

 
Some of you may have heard of our web-based initiative, JustUsFriends.org. It is like a web issue of Dharma 
Friends in many ways but we also share a collection of videos that offer wisdom teachings, meditations, and self- help booster shots. 
Many of the videos and the writings were made with those of you who are getting out of prison in mind. They have pointers and some 
support for those who are making such a big transition. Also, we want to encourage and offer support to those who are family 
members and friends of those in prison and we have some videos to address their complicated life issues. Please let your family and 
friends know that we would love to have them visit JustUsFriends.org. Tell them too that if they click on the button that says they 
would like our email reminders, they will get emails to let them know whenever new videos and writings appear.  
 

Without hope of reward provide help to others. Bear suffering alone, and share your pleasures with beggars. 
- Nagarjuna, "Precious Garland" 

 
From BT;  Dear DF, 
 As I sit against a warm, brick building facing the sun in mid-afternoon, a moment of healing continues as heat radiates off the 
wall onto my back, straight into my core. Another sunny day with pleasing skies and gentle air helps soften the rough edges of this 
prison environment. It’s nearing a high temperature of 74, even though it’s still winter, being the second week of January 2009. A pair 
of black ravens soar in pockets of current high above. The Superstition Mountains are glistening with colors of lavender and brown 
radiance beyond sharp, razor wire fences. I can only imagine the coldness of water nestled inside dark canyons and wide reservoirs of 
that not so distant place. The warm Arizona afternoons transform even these harsh conditions, having golden light dance all around. 
 While I read Michael Novacek’s “Terra: Our 100-million-year-old-ecosystem-and the threats that now put it at risk”, I 
quizzically try to understand how all the puzzle pieces fit together. I am having fun with it. Plus having found this lone, quiet corner 
where small sparrows nest under corrugated rooftops, hidden behind the Native American sweat lodge on Saturday during their “circle 
of fire” gathering - a fine peace washes over me. I can smell their sacred plants burning while a drum beats a hypnotic rhythm and 
voices chant native prayers. It’s easy to slip into a trance on this sunny day and be carried away in the visible smoke; as if a spirit 
animal emerged like a guide for truth and understanding; courage and strength. Boom, boom, boom, boom - boom, boom, boom, 
boom… Ya Te Hay O - Ya Te Hay O - boom, boom, boom, boom - boom, boom, boom, boom… 
 Almost naked, dark skinned men with long raven black hair tied back with colorful bandanas, enter a dome shaped structure, 
covered with woolen blankets. An enormous feather, probably from a turkey vulture, blows in the wind and is secured to a large 
mesquite branch near their holy site. Golden warmth is all around as sun beams melt away the typical frozen image of winter. Distant 
mountains seem to join the fluxional ebb and flow of my lungs as I breathe in peace and exhale compassion. The earth beneath my 
seated body welcomes me in a familiar embrace. “Can we find the price of freedom buried in the ground? Mother Earth will swallow 
you, lay your body down.” - A.B. (my friend). This scene will go on all afternoon, and I will be transfixed in a peaceful meditative 
stated - reading. 
 I was slightly reluctant to write, due to your overwhelming influx of mail. I don’t wish to be a burden to you. I do wish to 
thank you, however, for the beautiful Christmas card and sincere letter; I love it! Also, I need to inform you that I nominated your 
good organization for an award. I’ve enclosed a copy of the nomination for you to read. I hope it gives an adequate description of your 
work and emboldens “E-town” to contact you. I mailed them a DF newsletter so they could have an example of your work. 
 In closing, by allowing the present moment to beautifully blossom and create fresh newness, a certain alignment with nature 
allows a peaceful force to bubble into existence. Thank you for your good work.  
 
Nomination Letter (and anna says thank you B.T. for your affirmations of our DF community which you all contribute to!) 
 
Hello Nick & Helen, 
 Many Sunday mornings between six and seven am, I am seated in a half lotus meditation position on a hard bottom metal 
bunk bed. The cold concrete floor and dull brick walls are momentarily overlooked while your radio program is carried to me through 
small earbuds and a cheap, plastic Sony walkman radio, via Tucson, AZ’s 92.9, The Mountain. While the other thirty men tightly 
packed inside this bunkhouse snore, trying to manifest dreams of freedom, your fabulous show wakes up my spirit in musical and 
philanthropic ways. Your good natured topics fill my entire essence with a grand desire to pursue conscious acts of kindness and 
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whole hearted adventures to live sustainable with nature. Although the music deliver fills me with foot stomping rhythms and terrific 
harmony, the middle part of the show may be the best. Think of an Oreo cookie, or a warm, gooey organic peanut butter sandwich on 
crisp sesame seed toast. The middle portion is where you’ll find the treat! So, when the nominated “every day folks” talk about their 
foundations and organizations, I become so very pleased to know there are such people in our world - in our communities! 
 I live in the harsh environment of an institution governed and controlled by outrageous ignorance and gross inhumanity. By 
acting out of poor judgment; dancing with the devil in the dark, so to speak - my once sweet world of family, friends and beautiful 
wilderness transformed into this ugly and brutal world of prison. Obviously I am very sad to be here. But, your show is like a beam of 
sunshine pressed against a prisoner’s lonesome heart. I feel true, fun loving-kindness in every show I hear. Thank you for your good 
work. 
 An organization I’d like to honor with a nomination for the “E-chievement Award” is Compassion Works For All. They are a 
small group of people who share Buddhist teachings with incarcerated men and women throughout America. I’m not sure how many 
inmates receive their work, but they are a nationwide effort, bringing hope for the hopeless. Although they are rooted in Buddha 
nature - their newsletter reaches beyond spiritual titles and dogmatic views. Anna, Kristopher, Chelle and Linda bring much love and 
light into this dark dungeon. In my eyes, they deserve to be well recognized and gratefully honored. It is truly awesome to have people 
on the outside of these thick walls and high razor fences, giving free monthly newsletters embedded with love, empowerment, and 
hope. Inside this place of hell, receiving such mail connects me to not only the free outside world, but more so, to the common human 
nature of us all. 
 Their newsletters remind me that deep inside each and every one of us lies a beautiful seed of intelligence and compassion. 
Once we decide to water and nurture that seed, it will grow like nothing else. CWFA encourages mindful daily meditation practice. 
Their words are important to read during these low times in one’s life. But, also as important during the high moments too. CWFA is 
indeed a circle of kind people doing good work. 
 Eventually prisoners will be released from the old, rusty gates of hell. CWFA helps us through these difficult times by 
directing us to develop inner peace. With this growing inner peace and understanding of the inter-connectiveness of everyone and all 
things, our transition into society will be like golden honey, melting inside a warm mug of green tea - naturally sweet. Our transition 
into the so-called free world, or, for some, the continuation of life behind bars is greatly eased with CWFA’s outstanding efforts. 
 Nick and Helen, thank you for considering this nomination for the “E-chievement Award” to CWFA. I’m sure I didn’t 
portray the entire depth of their kindness - I probably just scratched the surface. But as you can read, that alone is greatly appreciated 
by many men and women struggling for peace and happiness during their/our incarceration. We miss our family and loved ones so 
much. CWFA reminds us that true love lies within our core. Through their newsletters, they empower us to positively build upon our 
core level, our true love.  

 
The essential truth of suffering is that neither individual nor social problems are due chiefly to external 
conditions. - B. Alan Wallace, Tibetan Buddhism From the Ground Up 

 
From JD - I just rec’d your DF newsletter tonight. I enjoyed it very much. Thank you for sharing it with me 
and other Dharma Friends. That was great information on the mind from the Dhammapada, along with your 
recommendation on meditating to develop the awareness of the mind. 
 I also want to thank D.M. for the heartfelt poem “Silent Companion”. It’s beautiful. I would like to 
share something I wrote that I call, “Treasure In Words”  
 

Words are very important to us all, whether they be written or spoken. As a human society we depend on words to help us 
represent the thoughts we wish to express.   

The American Century Dictionary defines “word” as a meaningful element or unit of speech, written or printed. 
Just one word can carry a lot of meaning. For instance, the word “peace” can bring on thoughts of quiet tranquility, mental calm, 
serenity, freedom from or the cessation of war and civil disorder. The word “hate” brings on some ugly visions of the destruction it 
causes. It’s understandable why Buddha made it a rule of his life to avoid useless and unnecessary discussions. 

Better than a thousand useless words is one single word that gives us peace. 
A wise man seeks to control his mind so that it will function smooth and true. Remember, the pure and true mind is the 

fundamental of the Buddha-nature, which is the seed of Buddha-hood.  
Just as treasures are uncovered from the earth, so virtue appears from good deeds and wisdom appears from a pure and 

peaceful mind.  
May we always find treasure in words of sympathy and wisdom. 

 
You must discern the result in the cause, and discern the cause in the result. - Ta-sui 

 
From JH: Just got the new Dharma Friends. Excellent job as always! Wanted to respond to DS in issue #146:  
Aho! Mitakuye Oyasin. DS you are not alone in being a Native American who sees parallels between the Natural Way and the Buddha 
Way. I practice both ways along with another Native Brother, we call ourselves Zen-dians. (ha ha) I’m of Cherokee descent but was 
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taught the Dakota ways and songs, so I have a deep respect and understanding of that perspective. At the same time I’m highly 
involved in our Buddhist community and that is where my walk is strongest. But, it’s kind of kooky, if you ever read about Crazy 
Horse’s vision that he took his name from, it seems he had an understanding in it of reality’s unsubstantial nature and the essential 
emptiness of all things. Blessings of the Triple Gem, Brother, and walk the good, red road. 
Also, I wanted to send this poem I wrote. 
  
Shunyata 
 
There is no touching where 
The light slants in streaming 
Strips of efflorescent air -  
Creating bands of nonbeing, 
Not being. Shaping the space 
Into negative images of reversed meaning. 
Mutability given over to significance 
With a quicksilver sensibility, 
The movement is rote 
And polyrhythmic in intensity. 
Whirling in the maelstrom  
Of these dusty motes 
The future is foretold: 
A metachronism written 
In the shadows  

Of these tiny lost non-souls 
Spilling out of nothing 
To hurry on to nowhere 
And for a few moments seeming -  
But seeming not to share 
The same realm. A mechanism  
Obiter dictum and unaware 
The message is being delivered 
At the wrong hour for revelation: 
And I the only witness 
Of this transmission 
Of a self 
Into nothingness. 
 

 
From JP: I apologize for taking so long to get back to you. I was moved to another block here 
without my consent. They got rid of the mental health unit and made it a regular general population 
block. They moved guys from all the other blocks to populate this one; doing this, of course, before 
they had all the supplies to make this a normal block. I am pretty settled now. I also just found out 
someone stole some art supplies from me. Still I try to adhere to my vows and not succumb to hate. I 
know there is no future in hate. 
 
The company I’ve been getting books from is called: The Great Courses, The Teaching Company, 
4151 Layfayette Center Drive, Suite 100, Chantilly, VA 20151-1232 
800-832-2412     www.TEACH12.com 
 

As I believe I told you, they do not provide degrees, but offer course material at the college level on a wide variety of topics. 
I have found the course material to be like listening to a professor lecture. I read mostly to educate myself, not to earn another degree. 
They have a couple high school level courses as well. I have never had any problems with their materials or ordering procedure. 

My greatest comforts are mainly the things I have learned through studying Buddhism. I can’t imagine where I would be now 
if I had studied Buddhism 20 years ago. Some days keeping my feet on the path is not easy. My greatest desire (poor word, I know) is 
to follow the path better. Dharma Friends is like another visit each month, a gathering with friends. When I am released, I want to 
help continue the Dharma Friends sangha. I am sure you do not know how much good is accomplished through the newsletter. If you 
ever need funds to continue publication, let me know, I will do what I can from here. If you don’t mind my asking, is Compassion 
Works for All tax-exempt? I am asking for contribution reasons. Now that I ask, I believe it says something in the newsletter, but I 
don’t have one handy.  

Thank you much for the materials you sent. Peace be with you. 
 

And a RESPONSE to J’s letter FROM KRISTOPHER: Dear J, 
Thank you so very much for the educational information that you’ve sent. Sorry to hear that you’ve been stolen from. That’s always a 
very difficult thing for me, as I always tend to take it rather personal. I’ve never been very comfortable with stealing, although I did 
quite a bit of it when I was a teen. It’s hard to think that the person who took whatever it was from me, needs it more than me; like we 
really have ownership over anything in the first place. I still have ego, but I’m aware, that’s the best I can do at the moment.  
Yes, CWFA/DF is tax-exempt and we send receipts to all donors.  
May you be abundantly blessed with each and every breath, my dear brother. Kristopher 
  
Abandoning gossip, he abstains from gossip; he speaks at the right time, speaks what is fact, speaks on what is good, speaks on the 
Dhamma and the Discipline; at the right time he speaks such words as are worth recording, reasonable, moderate, and beneficial. 
- Majjhima-Nikaya 
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From JM: Dear Anna and DF, 
Yesterday was 9 years exactly to the day that I have been incarcerated. I had some real problems when I first came in. I 

thought I had to prove myself and I was selfish. I have a life sentence, and when I first realized it, I would go crazy. I assaulted the 
bailiff in court, the chaplain in jail, the psych’s in jail and the deputies in jail and the CO’s and inmates in prison. I was never happy 
and never satisfied as of my situation. After accepting my life sentence, I thought to myself, “What is life?” I was raised in a Christian 
home and have heard the gospel my whole life. As I got into Buddhism I found a more satisfying life. I will be in max custody until 
2032 unless they release me to a regular yard after a few years of good behavior. I picked up the tool of meditating to control my 
monkey mind. Without enough meditation, I can’t control myself as good as when I do meditate. I haven’t gotten into trouble for the 
last two years as a result of meditating and taming my mind. I have always been generous and prison is a place that really gives you a 
lot of opportunities to be compassionate towards people. I accept my situation as my Karma. I spend my time in acceptance of my 
situation. I am content being that I am paying my Karmic debt to time.  

At times I experience “bad Karma” or “Hellish moments”. Life in prison gives me endless opportunities to help others and by 
doing so, I am helping myself. Part of my Karma is my mental illness. Through meditation I’ve discovered that it is my place to help 
those I can. One thing I so often hear people discuss is by being generous, we often get taken advantage of and we feel angry about 
that. 2 things - 1. It is not wrong to be angry if we are angry for the right reasons, yet feeling angry is not pleasant. Abraham Lincoln 
got angry when he saw people mistreating slaves and his anger provoked him to free the slaves. 2. When do we draw the line where 
either we are being generous and helpful or we are being taken advantage of? What determines whether we are being taken advantage 
of? Buddha was a prince. He had everything and he left it all behind. Remember this catchy phrase… “It’s for the needy, not the 
greedy” 

If we are giving water to someone who is not thirsty, what are we accomplishing? What is food for? Why would you give 
food to someone who is not hungry? In order to stop someone from suffering, is the reason we are to give and be generous. Because 
the compassion allows us to feel pity and desire to stop one from suffering. So, it doesn’t mean that we are to give in order to give, but 
to give in order to help. When someone tries to take advantage of one’s kindness, one has to be aware of what purpose has been served 
and what ones current intentions are. Remember, not everybody who asks for things is needy.  

Life is not necessarily a financial situation, but one can see by being in prison that currency comes in many forms. In prison 
there are many things, like food, coffee, paper, stamps, favors, you name it. Is giving paper to someone who can’t write or giving 
shampoo to someone without hair, generous? That person may be able to sell that shampoo or paper for something he or she needs or 
on the other hand, they might just buy something they want, but don’t need. What I am getting at is a good way to feel right about 
being generous, is by giving with a compassionate heart. Being compassionate is feeling pity for another person and wanting to help. 
Do you feel pity because someone doesn’t have enough stamps to buy a glass of pruno, but he has everything he needs? You can 
always find someone who is in need. “It’s for the needy, not the greedy” We have to decide what we can and want to contribute to.  
The path of love and peace has a variety of truths to accept. It is alright to say “no” sometimes. Certain people will benefit by being 
told “no”. Buddha, the prince, told himself “no” to all the luxuries of his riches and estate. He disciplined his mind to seek necessities 
and he did not go around giving everybody what they wanted, whether it be extra this or lavish desires that. He contributed words of 
wisdom and taught lessons that benefited those who listened and understood. The Bible says, “Give a man a fish, he’ll eat for a day. 
Teach a man to fish, he’ll eat for a lifetime.” Giving isn’t always a matter of what objects substantially are presented, but a matter of 
what help and benefit is received by one in need. Survival is the first human instinct we encounter coming into this world. As babies, 
we cry and whine for breast milk or a clean diaper and we are dependent on our guardians to have our needs met. As we grow older 
and experience more, we develop taste and feeling, thus designing our preference. Then we develop character. Next our hearts 
hopefully develop in love and with a desire for peace and compassionate ways. When we give, we must give from the heart.  
We are taught to be compassionate. I believe we should be compassionate towards everybody in prison. As we are all suffering. No 
matter what one is in for, or if they are staying for life or one year. Everyone in prison is suffering. So, it should be easy to find ways 
to be generous, whether it’s helping one in need or by telling someone “no”. Sometimes telling someone “no” is what that person 
needs. Look beyond the money and give from your heart. Know that giving certain people certain things might not be helping them, 
but stopping them from discovering a virtue more important than pleasing ones desires and gluttony. So even if one is taking 
advantage of you giving them soups, or coffee, or whatever… it doesn’t mean you can’t still love them in a different way.  

What does a person really need? Remember the first things we inherit along with this body is the desire to survive. So, let’s 
help one another survive through these hard times and take care of the first things first. We need to prioritize and evaluate things and 
by all means take care of what’s necessary. True love is supported by intelligence. The heart feels, the mind sees. Therefore, when we 
see someone who needs help and we feel compassionate, it’s a good sign that we should help that person. Put 2 and 2 together and 
solve the equation. Remember we are to treat ourselves with respect and love as well. For if we can’t help ourselves, how can we help 
anyone else. Self and no self. By enlightening our selves, we can then enlighten on another. As no self, we are all one, but by helping 
one’s self, we learn how to help others. Not all giving is helpful and we all need help at one time or another. 

Be good to yourself, be good to others. Knowledge and wisdom are life medicine. Develop these two things then share them 
with everyone as to stop them from suffering. I have a life sentence and my soul purpose in life is to help others. We are to be doctors, 
in a sense, that we prescribe what people “need”. Not to satisfy greed. Help yourself, by helping others. Everyone can benefit. Peace 
and love to all who read this note. I hope all find the path of peace. 
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Sent by Rolf: A Daily Practice: The Seven Branch Rite  
 

In 2006, the 14th Dalai Lama gave a public teaching on the Six Perfections (paaramitaa) of enlightened conduct.  These 
teachings are now available on video disc and on His Holiness’ website.  The permutations of change are strange indeed.  Concluding 
his elaboration of the Six Perfections, His Holiness commented on the importance of developing compassion, studying the scriptures, 
and daily personal practice.    

Many of the inmates who are part of Dharma Friends have asked for specific prayers, chants, and mantras for inclusion in 
their daily practice.  Congratulations to those who choose to strengthen their personal practice by including prayer and sutra study 
with meditation.  The Dalai Lama recommended in his conclusion that we base our daily prayer sessions on the Seven Branch Rite 
prayers.  He offered an abridged version, an apt provision for the hurried modern outlook on all things, including religion.  

The Seven Branch Rite, including the Mandala Offering, is a fairly lengthy set of recitations.  For those who have not taken 
the vows of clergy, the core prayers, or their abridged version, is sufficient in regard to the stated purpose of these prayers: preliminary 
training of the mind.  The training is in enlightened understanding, in the development of bodhicitta, or enlightened intention.  

There is an initial set of prayers which are devotions (like Hindu sadhana) to the Shakyamuni Buddha and others along the 
chain of transmission of the dharma seal directly to the Dalai Lama. The full set of daily practice, referred to as ‘Preliminary Prayer,’ 
includes: Manjushri, Offering to the assembly of Buddhas, Buddha, Maitreya, and Asanga,  Buddha, Manjushri and Nagarjuna, 
Aryadeva, Chandrakirti, Vidrakokila the Elder and the Younger, Shantideva, His Holiness the Dalai Lama, the Lineage Gurus.  

For a lay-practitioner, it is enough to hold in the mind that we are beneficiaries of the Buddha and all Buddhas, past, present, 
and future, and the great truths they have elucidated.  Further, one should remain aware that these deified persons are just that, humans 
who lived and died on earth: bodhi nature is imminent within all of us.  We should always cherish the ocean of beings that given aid, 
elucidated truth.  

As the Dalai Lama noted, it is not enough to mutter recitations and sutras and go through the motions of practice.  We must 
hold a true intention to rescue all beings from suffering central in our minds.   When we finish the morning, midday and evening 
practice, we are urged to hold this excellent wish in our minds to end all suffering as we go about our daily business.  Following are 
the Seven Branch Rite Preliminaries for Mind Training, which would be followed by Offering the Mandala by clerical practitioners, 
another lengthy prayer which names the ornaments, qualities, and powers of a visualized universal mandala, gives thanks to the gurus, 
and dedicates the merit of practice.  

Following is the transliterated Tibetan text with English translation:  
Daily Recitations        Nyi-na Rei Zha-la A-do-na 

(from the Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, Dharamsala, India) 
 

Prayer of Refuge and Mind Generation- 
 

Sang-gyae ch’oe-d’ang tsog-kyi ch’og-nam-la 
J’ang-chub b’ar-d’u dag-ni kyab-su-chi 

Dag-gi jin-sog gyi-pai so-nam-kyi 
Dro-la p’aen-ch’ir sang-gyae drub-par-shog 

I go for refuge, until I am enlightened, to the Buddhas, the Dharma, and the Highest Assembly. 
From the virtuous merit that I collect by practicing giving and other perfections, 

May I attain the state of Buddha to be able to benefit all sentient beings. 
Repeat three times 

 
Taking Refuge – 

Na-mo guru-byah  na-mo Buddha-ya  na-mo dharma-ya  na-mo sangha-ya 
I take refuge in the gurus, I take refuge in the Enlightened One, I take refuge in the Law, I take refuge in the Highest assembly. 

 
Prostration – 

D’ue-sum sheg-pai sang-gyae kun 
Choe-d’ang tsog-kyi ch’og-chae la 
Zhing-dul kun-gyi dr’ang-nye kyi 

Lue-tue pae-ni dag-ch’ag tsal 
I prostrate before all the Buddhas who have come in the past, present, and future, to the Dharma and the Highest Assembly, the Sangha, bowing 

down with bodies as numerous as all the atoms of the world. 
 

Offering- 
J’i-tar jam-yang la-sog-pae 

Gyal-wa nam-la ch’oe-dzae-pa 
D’e-zhin dag-g’i d’e-zhin-sheg 

Goen-pa sae-d’ang chae-nam-ch’oe 
Just as Manjushri and othe Bodhisattvas have made offering to Buddhas, so do I make offerings to the Buddhas and their protecting sons. 

 
Declaration – 

T’oeg-ma me-daen k’or-wa nae 
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Tse-rab di-am zhaen-d’ag-tu 
Dag-g’I ma tsal dig-gyi pa-am 
Gyi’du tzal-wa nyi-d’ang-ni 
Ti-mug tr’ul-pae dag-non-te 
Je-su yi-rang g’ang-gyi-pa 

Nong-pa d’e-ni t’ong-gyi-nae 
Sam-pa t’ag-pae goen-la-shag 

From beginningless samsara, in this and other lives, I have rejoiced in my own and others’ non-virtue.  Seeing these mistakes, I declare al this to you 
protectors from the depth of my heart. 

 
Rejoicing – 

Sem-chaen t’am-chae de-dzae-pai 
T’ug-kye ge-wa gya-tso-d’ang 

Sem-chaen p’aen-par dzae-pa-la 
Ga-wae je-su yi-rang-ngo 

I rejoice at the awakening of the enlightened mind, wishing to bring liberation to all beings and working for the benefit of all. 
 

Requesting the Teaching – 
Ch’og-nam kun-gyi sang-gyae-la 

T’al-mo jar-te sol-wa-ni 
Sem-ch’aen dug-ngal mun-t’om-la 

Ch’oe-kyi drone-me bar-d’u-sol 
With hands pressed together, I request the Buddhas of all directions to light the lamp of dharma for all those groping in the darkness of suffering, 

 
Beseeching the Buddhas to Remain – 

Gyal-wa nya-ngaen da-zhe-la 
T’al-no jar-te sol-wa-ni 

Dro-di dong-par mi-goe-ching 
Kael-pa drang-me zhug-su-sol 

The blind ignorant beings have no one to guide them.  O Buddhas who might wish to pass beyond sorrow, I beseech you with hands pressed together 
to please remain for countless aeons. 

 
Dedication – 

D’e-tar di-d’ag kun-j’ae-te 
Ge-wa dag-g’i- sag-pa-la 

D’e-ni sem-chaen t’am-chae-kyi 
Dug-ngal t’am-chae sael-war-shog 

By the merit I have gathered from all these acts of virtue done with suchness, may all the suffering of every being be extinguished.  
  

 Regarding Tibetan Pronunciation: 
Tibetan is a difficult language for most speakers of English.  The word order, grammar, and pronunciation are all very different form 
English.  Tibetans tend to speak softly unless in a social gathering, making pronunciation more subtle. As well, there are several 
dialects, but Lhasa dialect is used in religion. Tibetan uses many sounds not matched directly in English, many of which are hard for 
outsiders to hear correctly.  It is a beautiful and expressive language when spoken well, and holds an immense library of enlightened 
learning.  
Approximate pronunciation for use in reciting: a=ah; ae= ‘e’ in ‘hey’ without the ‘y,’ or German ‘ae’; e= eh; i= ih; o= oh; oe= German 
‘oe’ or ‘oo’ in ‘book’; u= oo; ue= German ‘ue’ or British ‘due,’ or approx. ‘e’ in American ‘few’; any consonant followed by ‘ means 
that it is pronounced with and emphatic ‘h’ sound.  ‘T’’ in ‘tr’ul-pae’ is ‘t’ with a heavy ‘h’ after.  For most ‘soft’ consonants, there is 
a ‘hard’ twin with ‘h’ added (d, d’, k, k’, ch ch’ j, j’, etc.).  ‘Ng’ is pronounced like ‘ng’ in ‘running.’ ‘R’ is always rolled, sort of as in 
Spanish ‘rr,’ but shorter.  
 
It is okay to say the prayers in English, although some of the focusing properties of the original rhythm are lost.  
The recitations are done mostly as chants, in a low, rhythmic, flat tone.  The mind should be purified of distracting and unclean 
thoughts before beginning, and the altruistic desire to help all beings held in the mind as you recite.  
I hope these prayers help you as much as they have helped me. 
 
"Few men are willing to brave the disapproval of their fellows, the censure of their colleagues,  the wrath of their society. Moral 
courage is a rarer commodity than bravery in battle or great intelligence. Yet it is the one essential, vital quality for those who seek 
to change a world which yields most painfully to change." Robert F. Kennedy 1966 Speech, US Democratic Politician 
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Email issues of Dharma Friends are free to the friends and family of those in prison – spread the word!!  
Have them email us and be sure to have them give us your name, so we know who sent them. And – if YOU leave prison, 
send us your email address when you get one (you can use a computer free in the library and set up a free email account) 

and you can get Dharma Friends free via email too.  
Subscription information: I have gladly been offering this newsletter free of charge to those in prisons. I am so happy to have a 
vehicle for those who have little dharma support to feel united with others who identify with their life situation. It is truly important to 
remember that we are all mirrors of each other. We are all one with each other. And we can recognize that samsara is suffering for us 
all whether behind the bars of a prison or behind the bars of our own ego structure. For anyone who is not in prison and who would 
like to subscribe to Dharma Friends, here is what to do. The fee is $30 for one year. Mail a check or money order made out to 
Compassion Works for All: and send to Compassion Works for All, Dharma Friends subscriptions, PO Box 7708, Little Rock, 
AR. 72217-7708. This amount covers the subscription for you and a partial subscription for a prisoner. I also want to acknowledge the 
enormous generosity of many of those in prisons who have sent stamps and letters of support and appreciation. Far more important 
than anything material are the letters and notes that say that you are benefiting from being part of this sangha of Dharma Friends. I 
think that many feel less alone on their journey because we are connected beyond all time and space to each other. 

PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOUR ADDRESS CHANGES. 
SOME NEW OPTIONS: I shared in past issues of  Dharma Friends that we are trying to be mindful of $$$ in order to keep publishing 

our newsletter, as we scramble to get additional funding.  
Here are some ways that you can help us.  

• Keep us apprised of your address changes. Most of you have been very good at this and we hardly have any returned issues.  
• If you are receiving Dharma Friends but do not read it or know someone else who does not read their issues, either donate them to your library, 

or write and tell us to take you off the Dharma Friends list. Now, some have written and said that others need them more than they do so take 
their name off. Don’t be too generous!! WE WANT YOU TO KEEP GETTING DHARMA FRIENDS IF IT IS HELPFUL TO YOU!  

• If you have family or friends, tell them that you receive support from Dharma Friends and we would be very grateful for any donations that 
they might make. I know that most of you have very little money but we are enormously appreciative when some of you have made donations as 
well, and for the stamps many of you have sent. 

• If you know of anyone who funds philanthropic programs that are rehabilitative or supportive of  those in prisons, send a copy of Dharma 
Friends to them and ask if they would consider reading a funding proposal from us. If so, connect us to them!  

Also: We are encouraging those who are not in prison and who have the ability to receive their issues by Email to let us know. Of course, we can 
send these issues for no printing and no mailing costs, while generating more interest and support in the newsletter. Most of you in prison cannot do 
this, of course, but if you are a chaplain reading this who has email and can print copies off for your library, that would be helpful. Or – if you have 
family or friends who might like to receive Dharma Friends as well, they can send a donation of $30 or more to us and receive Dharma Friends by 
email plus get a tax deduction receipt because we are not mailing a paper newsletter. It is important for us to keep those in prisons connected to 
society, and most especially to their families and friends. We greatly value the opportunity to bring a loving community of support to those who are 
connected to people in prison as they are often made to feel uncomfortable by society. If those you love receive Dharma Friends too, think of the 
common growth that you would share and the bond that could develop. So, you might suggest Dharma Friends as something your friends and 
family might like to donate to and receive via email.  
Know that we are continuing non-stop efforts to secure funding so that we can all benefit from the loving and supportive Dharma Friends community 
you have all created. Thank you for all that you give to all of us.  

A poem from BVC: The Mind, Enemy or Friend 
 
I fed you, with pain and sadness. 
Tears unshed soaked into your heart. 
Lost deep inside, hiding in fear, 
You ran away from all kindness. 
 
I fed you, with all kinds of drugs, 
And with lust and greed thrown in, 
To ease your pain with delusion. 
 
I placed clouds over your eyes, 
And then buried your heart. 
I misled you, down a dark path, 
And you were lost. 
 
Somewhere in your darkness, 
Hope never died, but only crawled, 
And you felt, what? Sorry maybe. 

For all the pain and sadness spread,  
Like germs that kill. 
 
The clouds part a little, and the 
darkness 
That once engulfed you, has faded 
some. 
You hear a thought, and it’s gentle 
Inside your tired mind. 
The thought is, why? And your 
answer, ignorance. 
 
Somewhere in another time you 
stumbled, 
And kept on stumbling until you fell. 
That’s when you became an enemy 
and  

I no longer believed in you. 
 
Until this moment, this new day, 
Having found regret for the suffering 
You have caused, and seeing the effect 
With eyes wide open. 
 
New feelings arise, of compassion and 
caring 
For all who suffer. 
You no longer have desire for the 
things that destroy, 
The calmness and peace at your door. 
 
A friend has arrived, 
And you welcome the silence 
With an open mind. 
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Book of Knowledge - Omar’s dream:  COMPUTERS! 

I know that many of you who have been in prisons for many years have totally missed the 
technology revolution. Even if you have missed just a few years, if you are going to get out of 
prison someday, I worry that you are so out of the skills-loop that you will be handicapped in 
getting a decent job. Of course, you can get a job using other skills including manual labor, but 
to work your way up in most jobs, especially most higher paying jobs, you need to understand 
present day technology skills. I would urge you to go to your library and look for computer 
books – whether Computers for Dummies or even computer handbooks – and just start reading 

whatever you can find. It is all pretty complicated and made extra hard when you don’t have access to a 
computer to practice on, but get as familiar with all technology tools as you can. Then, when you get out of 
prison, check to see if you can find community centers that offer courses, audit college courses, find church or 
adult education courses, and take a basic computer course as soon as you can. You might even go to the local 
library, take out a library card, and then you can use their computers for free. The librarians will help you get 
started with an email account and will help you learn to search the web. Of course, find us at JustUsFriends.org 
too so that you will remember that you are not alone out there!  

YOU NEED THESE TECHNOLOGY SKILLS TO FUNCTION IN THE WORLD TODAY. 

Those who try Zen meditation even once wipe away beginningless crimes. Where are all the dark paths then? The Pure Land itself is near. Those 
who hear this truth even once and listen with a grateful heart, treasuring it, revering it, gain blessings without end. - Hakuin Zenji, "Song of Zazen" 

Compassion Works for All/ Dharma Friends 
PO Box 7708 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72217-7708  
 

Webpage:dharmafriendsprisonoutreachproject.com 
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October 17th and 18th, Saturday 10 a.m. - Sunday 4 p.m. We will be focusing primarily on deepening your meditation and 
touching your growing edge of subtle reality. 

Meditation teachings will be offered in the group and individually as they will most benefit you. No matter what tradition you 
practice, together we will try to listen to your inner voice to hear what comes next.  

Sign up by calling or emailing Joy. Cost: $100 to cover retreat expenses. Dana (additional teacher donations) will go to benefit 
Compassion Works for All and all of our Dharma Friends efforts. 

At Compassion Works for All ‐ We have BOOKS FOR SALE:  

MINDFUL MONEY by LINDA BESSETTE 

Mindful Money allows us to be fully present and aware of our money issues. Mindful Money teaches us to be conscious 
and responsible stewards of our resources so that money is a healthy vehicle to reach life’s goals rather than our captor. 

ENJOY! ‐‐as Linda says to us each month as we receive our current Dharma Friends issue! Linda has graciously offered 
to donate a portion of the proceeds of all books sold through Dharma Friends back to Compassion Works for All. Email 
Linda (lbessette33@comcast.net) if you want a copy of MINDFUL MONEY. Or send your check $15 – plus $5 handling 
fees, to: Compassion Works for All, Mindful Money, PO Box 7708, Little Rock, Arkansas  72217‐7708 

 Also Remember Mara Leveritt’s books! 
The Boys on the Tracks: Death, Denial, and a Mother’s Crusade to Bring Her Son’s Killers to Justice 

And 
Devil’s Knot: The True Story of the West Memphis Three 

Email Linda (above) and she can give you more information about prices, mailing, etc. for all books. 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 

And anna’s books – 

 Just As the Breeze Blows Through Moonlight, and Dharma Friends and the Healthy Living pamphlet are on our 
Compassion Works for All web site – www.dharmafriendsprisonoutreachproject.com  

 for a free download – but donations are always appreciated! Or you can order a hardcopy book for $15 plus shipping 
($5) at my email address: anna@aristotle.net 
 

Someone asked T'ou-tzu, "How is it when there is no mistake moment to moment?"  

T'ou-tzu said, "Bragging." 

 
 

We are making some changes to our still wonderful web-based initiative, 
www.JustUsFriends.org.   

Check us out and help spread the news by emailing the site to your friends! 
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JOIN US at www.JUSTUSFRIENDS.org       

To keep up the site with new monthly offerings has proven to be a daunting challenge for our team of volunteers 
despite Mara’s great and talented efforts. She also has new challenges as her son and grandchildren relocate to 

town! Rather than add new content each month, we will let the site morph into its next phase over the next few months. 
I’ll still update the Wisdom Pages and add new chapters to the children’s story, A Story of Friends, and I’ll add new 

videos, but we won’t be having all of the wonderful offerings of our staff of volunteers, at least not for now. 

We appreciate all of our visitors and your applause and support. Keep visiting the site often because there will still 
be much to read and ponder, and most especially, I can visit with you via videos!  

The next incarnation will be evolving and we will all wait to see what emerges!!  

"There is an important link between deep change at the personal level and deep change at the organizational 

level.  To make deep personal change is to develop a new paradigm, a new self, one that is more effectively 

aligned with today's realities.  This can occur only if we are willing to journey into unknown territory and 

confront the wicked problems we encounter. This journey does not follow the assumptions of rational planning.  

The objective may not be clear and the path is not paved with familiar procedures.  This tortuous journey 

requires that we leave our comfort zone and step outside our normal roles.  In doing so, we learn the 

paradoxical lesson that we can change the world only by changing ourselves.  This is not just a cute 

abstraction; it is an elusive key to effective performance in all aspects of life."  -- Robert Quinn in Deep Change 
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If you would like to host a Compassion Works for All fundraising lunch,  
Please let us know and we will plan details with you!!  

This is a friendly and informative way to raise money for our efforts.  
You invite those who you think would appreciate the philanthropic opportunity. We will supply the food and I will 

gladly give a talk to your guests.  
 

If you would like to volunteer to help Compassion Works for All in any way, your contribution of time and energy 
would be most welcome and most appreciated. Just email me at anna@aristotle.net 

 

 You may forward any past Dharma Friends newsletters, or this newsletter, on to anyone who you believe would benefit 
from them.  If someone has sent this Dharma Friends issue to you as a gift and you would like to join us each month, 

please email anna@aristotle.net for more information about Compassion Works for All, our Dharma Friends 
newsletter, and our prison outreach program. You may receive Dharma Friends by email for a $30 tax-deductible 

donation.  If you would prefer a hard copy, the subscription fee is also $30, but unfortunately it is not tax deductible 
because you receive a paper publication for your donation.  

 

 

 

 


